Generally the fractal image compression is a technique based on the presentation of an image by a contractive transform, on the space of image, for which the fixed point is close to the original image. The fractal image compression is rapidly growing principle covers a wide variety of coding scheme in various domains. A large number of theoretical aspects of this concept are available. However, a few concentrations have been given to the image encoding model which justifies its proper implementation. Most fractal base schemes are not competitive with the current state of the art like JPEG, JPEG2000. To identify the performance of fractal image compression, specifically for the medical images, a comprehensive review of worldwide contributions from 1990 to 2013 has been carried out. As a result, the fractal image compression techniques are classified into four domains, i.e., spatial, frequency, soft computing, and hybrid. It is found that, fractal theory in spatial domain, fractal theory along with discrete cosine transform and wavelet transform in frequency domain, fractal theory along with fuzzy logic and neural network in soft computing domain, and combination of fractal theory along with discrete cosine transform, wavelet transform, fuzzy logic and neural network in hybrid domain are often used by the contributors. It is found that the fractal dimension and fuzzy logic approach on regular image processing are sufficiently suitable for image texture analysis. Consequently fuzzy logic is successfully applied in regular image and found outstanding results. On the basis of these facts it is anticipated that the fractal dimension and fuzzy logic could be a suitable approach in medical image compression using fractal theory as a future expansion is discussed in this review article.
INTRODUCTION
The fundamental principle of fractal image compression (FIC) is to represent an image by contractive transform in the coded form, where the fixed point is close to that image. Fixed point theory given by Banach is explain that, within a complete metric space, the fixed point of such a transform may be recovered by apply the iterative process to an arbitrary initial element of that space [1] . According to [2] [3] , metric space images are representing by vectors in a Hilbert space. Image encoding is not a simple process, because there is no known algorithm for constructing the transform with the smallest possible distance between the corresponding fixed point and the image to be encoded. The common approach is based on the collage theorem which provides the distance between the image to be encoded and the fixed point of a transform, in terms of the minimum error distance between the transform of the image and the image itself. Therefore a suitable transform of a whole image may be reconstructed as a "collage" or union of mappings from the images to itself with a small "collage error" (the distance between the collage and the image).
According to [3] [4], the above transform was generated by the integration of affine mappings on the entire image known as Iterated Function System (IFS). In, [4] [5] various image modeling were established by using IFS method and no one were developed any automated encoding algorithm. Fractal image compression (FIC) was practically implemented with the introduction of Partitioned IFS (PIFS) by Jacquin [3] . The PIFS differs from IFS by each of the individual mappings operates on a partition of the image, rather than the whole image. Since the image is partition into range blocks and domain block, where, each range block is mapped from one of the domain blocks as depicted in Figure 1 , the integration of mappings constitute a transform on the image as a whole. The transform with minimum collage error is constructed by individual minimum collage error for each range block mapping. This transform is them represented by specifying the positions of the matching domain block together with the block mapping parameters as scaling (contrast) and offset (luminance). The distance are usually measured by the mean squared error (MSE), equivalent to the distance derived from the inner product given by [1] , since optimization of the standard block mapping is simple under this measure by [3] . 3. The classification approaches of domain blocks to reduce the search time.
4. The efficient searching method to locating suitable domain blocks.
The representation and quantization of the transform parameters
There are many theoretical results have been proposed for the design of the above aspect. In addition, the above aspects are not independent, in the sense that any comparative analysis of coding performance between different options in one of the above aspects is usually dependent on the corresponding choice in the other aspects. Consequently, a significant comparison between the relative merits of particular choice in each aspect is very difficult. This review paper is mainly intended as an overview of the variety of schemes that have been investigated in the four different domains and find the suitable domain(s) for the medical image compression using fractal theory.
In this review paper, coding of grayscale images has been considered. In [3] , a collection of significant work by a number of authors have been explained, while [6] combines introductory material with an in-depth discussion of many aspects of fractal coding.
The objective of this comprehensive study is to identify the performance of FIC for medical images as well as specification and expansion of the future works. This objective is considered through a comprehensive review of worldwide contributions from 1990 to 2013. The review discussed mainly concerning the different approaches to reduce the encoding time in various domains. The paper is constructed with the various sections. Wherein, section II is discussed the review of literature in brief. Results and future expansion using fractal dimension (FD) and fuzzy logic (FL) is discussed in the section III. And finally conclusions of the study are discussed in the section IV.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Fractal theory was practically implemented by [4] on images using iterative contractive process given in [7] [8].
A review paper [9] was published to describe an approach of image coding based on a fractal theory of iterated contractive transformations defined piecewise.
The general encoding and decoding system is based on the construction, for an original image to encode, of a fractal code-a contractive image transformation for which the original image is an approximate fixed point and when it applied iteratively on any initial image at the decoder, produces a sequence of images which converges to a fractal approximation of the original image. The fractal code consists of a description of both an image partition and a contractive image transformation defined as position of domain block mapping along with a small set of quantized parameters. 
Spatial Domain
An image is representing in 2D by the functions in spatial coordinates in an image plane. In spatial domain, the pixel composing of image details are considered and the various procedures are directly applied on these pixels. The image processing functions in the spatial domain may be expressed as where, is the input image, is the processed output image and represents an operation on defined over some neighborhood of . Sometimes, can also be used to operate on a set of input images.
In statistical approach, the fractal image coding by block based classification method using statistics to accelerate the encoding time were proposed by [10] [11] [12] . Similarly, [13] [14] were used the other statistic parameters called variance and mean on blocks to classify them for fractal coding, [15] was applied the mean of range and domain blocks to reduce the decoding time and [16] was applied the spatial correlation on range and domain blocks to decrease the encoding time. [17] [18] were proposed block based merging technique for image encoding with good quality reconstructed image.
Applied the vector quantization techniques with IFS to accelerate the search for the best domain block by [19] [20] and also applied this method along with variance to search only the maximal intra-block variance quadrants by [21] and FD approach to partition the image using Local FD was proposed by [22] . In vector approach, proposed a suitable domain search technique based on feature extraction by [23] and applied the delaunay triangulation approach for split and merge technique along with vector quantization to speed-up the encoding process by [24] . coding to improve the compression time by [25] [26] [27] [28] . In gray-level difference based range-domain matching to perform the coding only when the range block gray level difference is less than the domain block gray level difference were given by [25] [26] .
The searching criterion is the important factor of FIC to speed up the encoding process. To improve the encoding time, proposed a multidimensional nearest neighbor search to search the suitable domain block using fixed partition by [27] [28] [29] [30], using geometric partition by [31] , using quadtree partition by [32] [33] and region based heuristic search was proposed by [34] . Similarly, used the horizontal-vertical and variable sized split and merge partition method by [35] [36] .
For the acceleration of fractal image encoding time, used a maximum gradient technique by [37] , used a fast no search algorithm based on a modified gray level transform using quadtree partition approach by [38] . Similarly, fractal coding using single kick-out condition and the zero contrast prediction was given by [39] . Normalized onenorm by [40] , and normalize with kick-out condition was proposed by [41] .
An evolutionary computing approach was proposed by [42] and a dynamic fractal transform approach proposed by [43] as well as a fractal theory for image compression was proposed by [44] . Similarly, the particle swarm optimization method to speed-up the encoding process was proposed by [45] [46] and the Hubber M-estimation method for similarity measure of range and domain block with particle swarm optimization was utilized by [47] .
Various methods have been proposed to measure the block complexity. FD is one the method to identify the less texture and more texture blocks. Geometric primitives that are self-similar and irregular in nature are termed as fractals. Fractal Geometry was introduced by Mandelbrot and has used over the years due to its broad spectrum of applications domains in [48] . In most of the applications, the common interest is to determine the FD of an object under investigation. In this direction, the FD to analysis the texture of the digital image and segmented it for coding using fractal theory was used by [17] .
In other ways, a simple binary approach of square and rectangular block partition to encode the image was proposed by [49] and also proposed a modified FIC for binary images by [50] . An adaptive search process was applied to locate the best domain block by [51] and proposed an analysis paper for hybrid fractal image coding schemes by [52] . The parallel processing for FIC was implemented by [53] and the futility of square isometric on FIC was tested by [54] . With the visual properties of images, were used the visual property like edge in FIC were used by [55] [56] . The Hilbert space-filling curves approach with run length encoding, LZ77 Coding, LZW coding and Huffman coding in medical image compression was used by [57] .
Frequency Domain
The frequency domain is a space in which each image value at image position represents the amount that the intensity values in image vary over a specific distance related to . In the frequency domain, changes in image position correspond to changes in the spatial frequency, (or the rate at which image intensity values) are changing in the spatial domain image .
The frequency domain refers to the plane of the two dimensional discrete Fourier transform of an image. The purpose of the Fourier transform is to represent a signal as a linear combination of sinusoidal signals of various frequencies. In frequency domain, DCT is one of the frequently used techniques for image compression like JPEG. Thus, the characteristics of DCT approach were applied for domain block matching to accelerate the encoding process using fractal theory by [58] . Range and domain block matching based on texture or shape of the blocks by [59] and based on inner product by [60] . The law of cosine for the distance and angle between range and domain block matching were used by [61] [62] and used the DCT coefficients to classify the domain blocks by [63] [64] . Similarly, applied the statistical approach on DCT coefficients of image block for high-quality image compression was proposed by [65] . In the similar context, used the fast Fourier transform based convolution approach by [66] and proposed a modified FIC using discrete fractal transform by [67] . A wavelet based image compression was proposed by [68] to encode the image without search; a wavelet based analysis of FIC by [69] and classified the domain blocks in wavelet domain by [70] . Used the wavelet to code the low frequency components and partition the high frequency energy of image by [71] and proposed a comparative paper of pure fractal and wavelet based FIC by [72] . A new wavelet based fractal image coding based on the initial error occur at different levels of sublevel based wavelet coefficients and the size of the sublevel and super blocks were changed according to the initial error by [73] . A simple classification approach in frequency domain to reduce the two groups of computation into one and reduce the encoding time was proposed by [74] .
Soft-Computing Domain
The concepts related to image analysis contain a certain amount of uncertainty. It is well known for example that the definition of border pixels is a hard task. The decision whether a pixel belongs to the background or to the object is non-trivial on occasion due to the uncertainty present on object edges. For the robust encoding system, developments of new algorithms that involve softcomputing including fuzzy logic, neural network and genetic algorithm are required. This is why incorporating of soft-computing approach into the development of image processing and analysis for fractal encoding has been proposed in various research papers.
Implementation of fuzzy approach in image compression, a new method was proposed to describe the natural texture of image using fuzzy based FD and classified them by [75] . Cluster the similar image blocks into different groups using context sensitive fuzzy clustering approach by [76] . The image complexity also measured by the edge levels of the image using fuzzy approach were given by [77] [78] . The applications of fuzzy logic techniques for image binarization, edge detection and geometric measurement were given by [79] . The fuzzy inference system based contrast enhancement using partial histogram by [80] and used the fuzzy sets to enhance the image by [81] . The fuzzy classifier and genetic algorithm based faster algorithm for FIC was proposed by [82] .
After applying neural network approach in image processing, the neural network based domain classification methods for FIC were proposed by [83] In the similar context, the genetic algorithm for fractal compression of images and videos with variable encoding time by changing parameters like population size and number of generation was proposed by [88] . Similarly, FIC based on classification using genetic algorithm by [89] and used the schema theorem to adapt the genetic operation by [90] . A study based research paper of FIC using genetic algorithm was given in [91] . A neural network approach was proposed to classify the partial discharge pattern by [92] and the fuzzy approach along with neural network by [93] . Use the neural network and fuzzy approach to detect the white matter, gray matter, celegreel spinal fluid and tumor for segmentation of magnetic resonance inference (MRI) images was proposed by [94] .
Hybrid Domain
In the previous paragraphs, various methods were proposed for the image compression using fractal theory in spatial domain, frequency domain and soft-computing domain. Similarly, various researchers combined the relevant domains for better compression of images. By using spatial domain and frequency domain, the DCT approach along with fractal theory was proposed by [95] [96] [97] . Applied the wavelet technique to compress the radiology images were given by [98] . The DCT and interpolation approach for FIC was proposed by [99] [100] and used the wavelet approach for FIC by [101] [102] . Similarly, edge extraction approach using fractal and wavelet was proposed by [103] .
With the combination of spatial domain and softcomputing domain, defined the block features in spatial domain and used the fuzzy logic for classification of domain blocks by [104] [105] . Used the image feature for better matching and neural network to reduce the mapping error for best match by [106] [107] . Similarly, the spatial correlation and genetic algorithm for FIC was given by [108] .
With the incorporation of frequency domain and softcomputing domain, the genetic algorithm used to separate the population into superior clan and inferior clan and then used the DCT approach for compression by [109] and for FIC, [110] used the fuzzy c-mean to separate the domain blocks into clusters and DCT approach to map the rangedomain.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
From the above literature review, the two major findings are: fractal dimension approach to measure the image complexity and fuzzy logic for image processing. Both the findings are sufficiently suitable for future expansion to compress the medical images using fractal theory. The two approaches are discussed in the following sub-sections:
Fractal Dimension
FD is an approach to identify the complexity of an image. In this context, the FD technique for texture segmentation by [111] [112] and developed a fabric inspection system using fractal image analysis by [113] . The FD approach to identify the image features such as texture, roughness, smoothness and solidity by [114] . Similarly, the FD to calculate the feature vector of an image to classify them by [115] and classified the traffic images using FD by [116] . For FD calculation, various researchers have been proposed different methods. In this way, estimated the FD using box-counting was proposed by [117] and improved the box-counting approach by [118] . Use the local fractal features to calculate the fractal intrinsic dimension by [119] . A new algorithm for calculating the FD using triangular prism method was given by [120] and used the roughness of image to estimate the FD by [121] . In image compression, FD segmentation based FIC were proposed by [17] [122] . Similarly, the FIC using local FD were given by [123] [124] and [22] was proposed the vector quantization based image coding, where FD was used to partition the image and achieved high compression ratio.
From the above discussed FD approaches, some contributor results are shown. The results shown in Figure  2 , given by [120] , clearly described that the geometric-step (varying coverage) method resulted in higher fluctuations in the average local fractal dimensions across windows. The results of Table 1 , given by [118] , shows the FD values of all the three methods along with proposed method for the three images of the sizes , and pixels. The results of table 2, given by [121] , shows that the FD, obtained by the roughness method, is little vary in comparison with the corresponding hausdorff dimension. The tabulated values of Table 3 , given by [114] , clearly substantiate the fact that, the fractal dimension of any given image will progressively increase with its roughness. 
Fuzzy Logic in Image Processing
The use of FL in image processing described the natural texture of image using fuzzy based FD and classified them by [75] and implemented the local fuzzy fractal dimension for medical images by [125] . Similarly, applied the fuzzy logic on domain blocks for classification by [126] [104] and applied the fuzzy logic along with DCT, to speed up the FIC by [110] . The fuzzy based clustering technique for similar images by [76] and the fuzzy technique to detected the edges of various images by [77] [78] . The application of fuzzy logic techniques for image binarization, edge detection and geometric measurement were described by [79] and the fuzzy based contrast enhancement technique for images by [80] . Along with all the methods, a new fuzzy c-means based clustering method was successfully applied for FIC by [105] .
From the above discussed fuzzy based methods, some contributor results are given here. The crisp approach tends to discard more information, whereas the fuzzy approach tends to preserve more image information by [78] is depicted in Figure 3 , in which the proposed model does not include uncertainty generated by human perception of complexity. Therefore, the image complexity measure provided by the procedure is very consistent and can applicable for image edge detection task. The comparative experiment results by [104] are shown in Table 4 . The results by [105] are depicted in Table 5 and Figure 4 -5, shows that the proposed method for FIC is faster and remains better decoding image quality and can be applied to any image with different texture complexity, especially does better for an image with more complex texture. From the above discussions, the computation method of FD could be affected by some parameters as the computation algorithm used with its parameter variation. As a result, it is difficult to know whether the observed difference in computed FD values is a result of true difference in image texture or a result of certain arbitrary decision made during the estimation process. Therefore the choice of a method is an important issue in the computation of FD, which suggested that some results could be improved. Similarly, the fuzzy logic could be used to calculate FD and use it for domain blocks classification to speed up the encoding process of FIC. And also the fuzzy logic could be applied for texture segmentation, edge detection, and image enhancement.
The above two fruitful techniques, fractal dimension and fuzzy logic, are consider as to provides an innovative idea for fractal theory based medical image compression method to decrease the encoding time, increase the compression ratio and maintain the image fidelity.
CONCLUSIONS
The essence of FIC consists of catching the piecewise selfsimilarity existing in an image. For constructing a fractal representation of an image, it is expected to provide an efficient representation for natural images. Most authors assumed that natural images exhibit significant "selfsimilarity". For the FIC, the main key problem with any model would be to provide a good control mechanism for solving the local inverse problem to selecting the best transformation between two blocks without having to perform a complete search through a large pool of transformations. If the selection of the best domain block may be hard to predict, it is desirable to find the best matching transformation with little computation effort. Fractal geometry provides a powerful technique for the characterization of many images and has been applied to image compression. The applicability of the fractal theory in image analysis comes from the fact that the imaged objects are discontinuous, complex and fragmented. The significance and the advantages of this theory compared in three domain: spatial, frequency and soft-computing.
In this paper, various FIC techniques such as predictive coding, classified transform coding, fuzzy based coding, neural network based coding, and vector quantization with different partitioning methods such quad-tree and horizontal-vertical have been discussed.
Fractal analysis is often brought to the evaluation of the FD which allows having a global description of the homogeneities in the image. Its efficiency has been demonstrated in classification experiments where it was used as an additional texture parameter for accelerate the fractal image encoding.
Fuzzy logic efficiency has been demonstrated in texture analysis of images, image segmentation, edge detection, image enhancement. In FIC, it has been used as a classification of domain blocks.
As a conclusion of this study, the integration of FD and fuzzy logic could be an efficient technique to deal with medical image compression and also to enhance the reconstructed quality of compressed medical images with high compression ratio.
